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Let R and S be connectcd graded noctherian k-algebras (k is a field) with 
balanced ualizing complexes. Let p: R ~ S be a graded algebra homomorphism 
such that fdR(S) < w and fdR,,pp(S) < oc. 
We then define what it means for p to be a Gorenstein homomorphism, and set 
up a theory for such homomorphisms which relativizes the classical theory of 
Gorcnstein-ness; that is, lifts it from the levcl of algebras to the level of homomor- 
phisms. 
Onc point about Gorenstein homomorphisms is that they transfer homological 
properties between domain and target in a good way. For instance, we obtain: 
Theorem ("Ascent-descent"). 
f R is an AS-Gorenstein algebra, and 
S is an AS-Gorenstcin algcbra ¢* k p is a Gorenstein homomorphism. 
We also apply the theory to the canonical homomorphism k ~ S, and here it turns 
out by a pleasant surprise to give: 
Theorem. S is left AS-Gorenstein ~ S is right AS-Gorenstein. ~, 
These and other results owe their existence to the good behavior of Bass-num- 
bers under Gorenstein homomorphisms, exemplified by: 
Theorem ("Base-change"). If P is a Gorenstein homomorphism, and X 
Dbg(Gr R), then there arc equalities of Bass-numbers, 
~Lts+depth(S)( sL@R X)  = ] J , ) zdeptb(R) (X) .  
Here /x~(X) is the jth Bass-numbcr of X over R, defined by 
/z~(X) = dim k Ext i (k ,  X) .  
As mcntioned, we show in addition to the above theorems that the theory of 
Gorenstein homomorphisms contains generalizations of some classical results on 
Gorenstein algebras. ~ 1999 Academic Press 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
Background From the Comrnutatiue Case 
One new trend in commutative ring theory, pioneered in [2-4], is to look 
at homological properties of homomorphisms of rings, rather than settling 
for homological properties of individual rings. This is a natural continua- 
tion of Grothendieck's program of relatir, izing various concepts, extending 
them from the level of objects to the level of morphisms. This paper takes 
up the trend from the mentioned papers, and generalizes it to certain 
noncommutative rings. 
Most of the results in this paper are therefore noncommutative g neral- 
izations of results appearing in [2-4]. In fact, all the commutative r sults 
that we will generalize are summed up in [3], so let us review briefly the 
relevant parts of that paper. It considers a local homomorphism of com- 
mutative noetherian local rings p: R ~ S, for which fdR(S) < w. It intro- 
duces a so-called relative dualizing complex C of p, and uses it to define a 
Laurent-series, Io(t), which it names the Bass-series of p. It proves several 
results which justify the names given to C and Io(t), by showing that they 
have many properties known from the theory of dualizing complexes and 
Bass-series of rings. It is also proved that, for X ~ Db~(R), one has 
IfL®RX(t) = I , , ( t ) I f ( t ) .  (1) 
Here I~(t) is the Bass-series of X over R, defined by 
I f ( t )  = E~iR(x ) t  ' = •(d im k Ext~(k ,X) ) t ' .  
z i 
Ref. [3] goes on and calls p a Gorenstein homomorphism if Io(t) is a 
Laurent-monomial (paralleling the fact that a ring is Gorenstein if its 
Bass-series is a monomiaI). It proves that Gorenstein homomorphisms are 
good at transferring homological properties between R and S. For in- 
stance, there is a "base-change theorem" stating that when p is a Goren- 
stein homomorphism, and X e Dbg(R), there are equalities 
S ~,~' ~R 
for all integers i (this is a corollary to Eq. (1)). There is also an 
"'ascent-descent theorem" which states that S is Gorenstein precisely if R 
and p are simultaneously Gorenstein. 
Ref. [3] also generalizes parts of the well-known theory of Gorenstein 
rings to Gorenstein homomorphisms, proving among other things a 
"ubiquity theorem" with a large number of different conditions for p to be 
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Gorenstein; these conditions resemble conditions known from the theory 
of Gorenstein rings. 
The Noncommutat ic ,  e Generalization 
All the above developments are generalized to noncommutative graded 
rings in the present paper. It takes up the view from [7-9] that the theory 
of (noncommutative) connected N-graded noetherian k-algebras (where k 
is a field) resembles the theory of commutative local noetherian rings, and 
that one should look to the commutative theory for homological ideas to 
generalize. 
So the situation will be the following: We have connected N-graded 
noetherian k-algebras R and S, and a graded homomorphism p: R --+ S 
such that 
fdR(S ) < 2 fdRo~(S ) < oc. 
(That is, S has finite fiat dimension both as ar~ R-left-module and as an 
R-right-module. Note that since S is left-bounded, this is in fact equivalent 
to S having finite projective dimension over R from either side.) For 
technical reasons, we assume that both R and S have balanced ualizing 
complexes (see [11, Definition 4.1], but see also [10, Theorem 6.3] which 
shows that most algebras of interest satisfy our assumption). 
We then introduce the relative dualizing complex C of p (see Section 2) 
and the Bass-series Ip(t) of p (see Section 3). (In fact, there is both a left 
and a right relative dualizing complex, and corresponding Bass-series, 
because of the noncommutativity of the rings R and S.) Sections 2 and 3 
also prove a number of properties; for instance, if X c Dbg(Gr R), then 
there is a term-wise inequality of Bass-series, 
i s~%x ( t ) left t , << I,: ( ) I#(0  
generalizing Eq. (1). (Unfortunately, in the noncommutative s tting, t can 
only prove '°<< ," not '°= ," which would be a much nicer result.) This 
machinery is used in Section 4 to prove the main results: Section 4 defines 
the notion of Gorenstein homomorphisms, and proves a base-change 
theorem (Corollary 4.5), an ascent-descent theorem (Theorem 4.7), and a 
ubiquity theorem (Theorem 4.1) for Gorenstein homomorphisms. As an 
unexpected benefit of the theory, we also get a result (Corollary 4.6) to the 
effect that an algebra A with a balanced dualizing complex is left AS- 
Gorenstein if and only if it is right AS-Gorenstein. Although such a 
symmetry statement for the Gorenstein property is probably true in 
general for all noetherian rings, it was previously not even known in the 
graded case. 
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To accomplish all this, we follow the philosophy of [7] and [8], and use 
hyperhomological tools extensively; "n particular, we use a number of 
"standard isomorphisms" which connect different hyperhomological func- 
tors. These isomorphisms are listed in Section 1. 
Note that, although the theory developed in this paper parallels the 
commutative theory from [3] closely, it also encounters ome major diffi- 
culties absent in the commutative case. Hence almost none of the commu- 
tative proofs can be taken over, and the proofs below are for the targest 
part new. The chief problem when R and S are noncommutative is that 
the relative dualizing complex, which is defined as C = RHomR(D, E) 
(where D and E are dualizing complexes over R and S) is a complex of 
R-S-N-modules, and hence lacks a structure as S-N-module complex. This 
already ruins most of the commutative proofs. 
The Nongraded Case--So Far a Chimera 
A remark on nongraded rings: It is natural to ask if the above ideas can 
be generalized to nongraded noncommutative rings. Such a generalization 
would be expected to deal with rings which were local, in a suitable sense. 
However, this is presently obstructed by the fact that, homologically 
speaking, we know much less about nongraded local rings than we do 
about graded algebras--in the nongraded case, we have few or no good 
homological identities (such as the At~slander-Buchsbaum identity), and 
little is known about the existence of dualizing complexes. Since tools like 
these form the basis of the approach below in the graded case, it would 
seem difficult at present to adapt the method of this paper to the 
nongraded case. 
Some Notational Background 
A few general remarks oi1 the theory of connected graded algebras: For 
an overview of the theory, and in particular of the application of hyperho- 
mological tools to ring theory, we refer the reader to [11], and to [7] and 
[8j. Throughout, we use the notation of [7] and [8], with the minor 
differences that the symbols "GrMod" and "grmod" have been abbrevi- 
ated to "Gr" and "gr," and that the underlining on graded Horn and Ext 
has been dropped. 
Let us run briefly through the relevant symbols. The word "algebra" 
always means connected ~-graded noetherian k-algebra, where k is a 
fixed field. If A is such an algebra, we denote the category of graded 
left-modules and graded degree-zero homomorphisms by Gr(A). In fact, 
the word "module" always means graded module, and when the context 
makes it clear that we are working with, say, left-modules, we leave out the 
"'left," and just talk about "modules." Se we frequently refer to the objects 
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of Gr(A) simply as modules. If we need to consider the category of graded 
right-modules, we obtain it as Gr(A°PP), and if we need to consider the 
category of graded A-B-bi-modules, we obtain it as Gr(A ® B°PP). The 
full subcategory of Gr(A) consisting of finitely generated modules is 
denoted gr(A). We define shifting of graded modules by M(d), = M~÷,. 
The HomA-functor is given by 
HomA(M , N)  = G nomGr(A)(M, N(d)), 
dee 
and HomA(M, N) is graded in the obvious way. Similarly, the tensor 
product 
M®A N 
is graded in an obvious way, by deg(m ® n) = deg(m) + deg(n). We also 
have the "local section functor," 
F~,~(M) = lim HomA( A/A>, ,, M) 
(the subscript "m"  refers to the unique graded maximal ideal A >_ 1 of A). 
All these functors can be extended to complexes and derived in the 
usual way, and we get the derived functors RHomA(- , - )  and -~-  and 
RFn~(-), which are defined on appropriate derived categories; see [11] or 
[8] for details. 
The derived category D(Gr A) has certain important subcategories: We 
write D + for the full subcategory of left-bounded complexes, D for the 
full subcategory of right-bounded complexes, and D b for the full subcate- 
gory of bounded complexes. We write Dfg for the full subcategory of 
complexes of finitely generated modules. We aliow flee combination of 
super- and subscripts, to form more subcategories. 
We define shifting of complexes in derived categories by X[d] i = X d+'. 
We can introduce Matlis dual: If M ~ Gr(A), then we set 
(M ' ) ,  = Homk(M , ,k ) .  
In an obvious way, we have M' E Gr(A°PP). We can extend this to 
complexes by letting 
(X ' l '=(X- ' ) ' .  
It is clear that (-) '  is exact, hence well-defined on derived categories. 
There are a number of homological invariants of complexes which were 
introduced in [8]: If X ~ D(Gr A), then the ith cohomology of X is 
denoted h'(X), and we write 
sup(X)  = sup{ilh'(x) 0}, 
in f (X)  = inf{i lh'(X) 4= 0}. 
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We also define 
depthA(X ) = in f{ i lExt iA(k,X)  va 0}. 
Note that if A and A °pp satisfy condition )¢ introduced in [1, Definition 
3.7], then it is an easy consequence of [10, Corollary 4.8] that we have 
depth A (A)  = depth× o~ ( A ), 
so in this situation, we just refer to the common number as depth(A). In 
particular, we use this notation when A has a balanced ualizing complex, 
since then A and A °pp satisfy X by [10, Theorem 6.3]. 
Finally, it is also shown in [8] that one can define projective, injective, 
and fiat dimensions of complexes in D(Gr A), under certain boundedness 
conditions. For a complex X, these dimensions are denoted 
pd•(X),  id , (X ) ,  fdA(X ) . 
Some PreL,iously Undefined Notations 
Also, we shall use a few concepts not defined in [7] and [8]: If X is in 
+ Dfg(Gr A), then X has Bass-numbers, 
g~4(X) = dim k Ext , (k ,  X ) ,  
and if these are all finite (and this is the case if the algebra A satisfies 
condition X), we define the Bass-series of X over A to be the Laurent- 
series 
I2(t) = E 5(x)r. 
i 
Similarly, if Y ~ Dfg(Gr A), then Y has Betti-numbers, 
/3 f (Y)  = dim k Ext, (Y,  k) = d imkTor f (k ,  Y),  
which are necessarily finite, and we define the Poincard-series of Y over A 
to be the Laurent-series 
P~'(t)  = Z /3 / (y ) r .  
i 
Also, if idA(A) = d < % and A satisfies 
( 0 
Ext~(k ,A)  = { k(e) 
for i v~ d, 
for i = d, 
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for some integers d and e, we will say that A is a left AS-Gorenstein 
algebra. We define right AS-Gorenstein similarly, using idAo,,p and ExtAopp 
instead of id A and Ext A. 
Of course, if A is both left and right AS-Gorenstein, we will say that A 
is AS-Gorenstein, and this coincides with the usual definition, since [12, 
Theorem 0.3] says that in this situation, the integers d and e do not 
depend on whether one examines Ext,(k, A) or Ext3opp(k, A). 
To recapitulate: Throughout, the word "algebra" means connected, 
N-graded k-algebra (k is a field), noetherian on both sides. And the word 
"module" means graded module. The letters A, B, R, S, T, U denote alge- 
bras. 
1. HYPERHOMOLOGICAL ISOMORPHISMS 
This section consists mostly of a number of hyperhomological isomor- 
phisms, listed in Theorems 1.1 to 1.7. For proofs of all these results, the 
reader is referred to other papers. The most important source for hyperho- 
mological isomorphisms i  the as yet unpublished [5], but see also [6] and 
[81. 
THEOREM 1.1. Suppose that we haue complexes 
X ~ D (Gr R ® S°PP), g ~ D (Gr S ® T°PP), 
Z ~ D- (Gr  T ® U°PP). 
Then there is a natural isomorphism in D (Gr R ® U°PP), 
(xL@~y)L®T Z ~XL®s(yLNT Z). 
Proof. See [5, (9.4)]. | 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose that we have complexes 
X ~ D- (Gr  R ® S°PP), Y ~ D- (Gr  T ® U°PP), 
Z ~ D+(GrR ® U°PP). 
Then there is a natural isomorphism in D+(Gr S ® T°PP), 
RHomR(X ,RHomuoep(Y, Z) )  ~ RHomuope(Y, RHomR(X, Z)) .  
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose that we hat~e complexes 
X¢  D (GrR @ S°PP), Y~ D- (GrS  @ T°PP), 
Z e D+(Gr U ® T°PP). 
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Then there is a nantral isomorphism in D+(Gr U ® R°PP), 
RHomropp(XL *~ Y, Z) ~ RHomsopp(X, Rnom~opffY, Z)).  
Proof See [5, (9.5)]. | 
THEOREM 1.4. Suppose that we have complexes 
X ~ D~(ar  R°PP), ~YE Db(ar S ® R°PP), 
Z e D+(GrS ® T°PP), 
and that either pdRop~(X)< ~ or ids(Z)< o~. Then there is a natural 
isomorphism in D(Gr T°PP), 
xL ®R RH°ms(Y, Z) ~ RHoms(RHomRopp(X, Y), Z). 
Proof See [5, (9.7)]. | 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose that we have complexes 
X~ D- (GrR  ® S°PP), Ye D (GrS).  
Then there is a natural isomorphism in D+(Gr R°PP), 
(XL®s Y) '  ~ RHoms(Y, X'). 
Proof See [8, Theorem 2.2]. | 
THEOREM 1.6. W?4te m = R> j. Suppose that lcd(R)< oo (recall that 
lcd(R) is the cohomological dimension of the functor F m ), and that we have 
complexes 
X ~ Db(Gr R ® S°PP), Y ~ D- (Gr  S). 
Then there is a natural isomorphism in D (Gr R), 
Rrm(XL®s Y) ~ RFm(X) L ®S ~7. 
Proof See [7, Theorem 2.1]. | 
THEOREM 1.7 (Local duality). Write nt = R > 1. Suppose Nat lcd(R) < % 
and that we have a complex 
X ~ D(Gr R ® S°PP). 
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Then there is a natural isomolphism in D(Gr S ® R°PP), 
arm(X )' _-- RHom~(X,  RG(R) '  ). 
If R has a balanced ualizing complex, D, then D ---- RF~(R)'.  
Proof. See [10, Theorem 5.1]. I 
LEMMA 1.8. Suppose that we have complexes 
XED (GrR®S°PP) ,  Y~D (GrS®T°PP) .  
The~ 
sup(XL®s Y) _< sup(X) + sup(Y), 
and we haL, e an isomorphism of R-T-bi-modules, 
h'Uptx~+suP(Y}(XL®s Y)  ~ h~;uP(x'(X) ®s hsup(y/(Y) - 
Proof. First truncate X and Y such that their highest nonzero modules 
are X ~up~x} and ysup(Y). Then replace X and Y with free resolutions, F
and G. This proves the inequality, and the isomorphism can be proved by a 
diagram chase with F and G. | 
As a consequence, note that if we can prove hSUpCX~(x) ®s hsup(Y)(Y) ~ 0, 
then we have 
sup(X L@ s Y) = sup(X) + sup(Y). (2) 
For instance, this will be the case when both hSUp(X)(X) and hSUp°')(Y) are 
left-bounded modules. In this case, both modules surject to shifts of k, 
therefore their tensor product surjects to a shift of k, and so must be 
nonzero. In particular, Eq. (2) is true for right-bounded complexes of 
finitely generated modules. 
LEMMA 1.9. Suppose that the algebra R has a balanced ualizing complex, 
D (see [11, Definition 4.1] .for the definition of balanced ualizing complexes). 
(a) Let X ~ Df~g(Gr R). Then 
Rt~pp IX ( t )  = PRHomR(X,D)(I). 
(b) We have sup(D) = -depth(R)  (as noted in the bUroduction, we 
haz:e 
depth R ( R ) = depth R,,~p (R),  
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since R has a balanced &lalizing complex, and we refer to the common 
number as depth(R)). 
Proof (a) Since D is dualizing, we have 
HOmD(or R)(k[-i],  X) 
nomD(Gr noppl(RHomR (X, D),  RnomR(k  [ - i ] ,  D)) 
HomD(or uopp)(RHomR (X, D),  k[i]).  
The second "~-" follows from RHOmR(k, D) ~ k, which can be proved by 
local duality, Theorem 1.7. We can rewrite our isomorphism as 
Ext~e(k, X) ---- Ext~opp(RHOmR(X, D),  k), 
and taking dimension on both sides, we get 
R op p /x~(X) = /3, (RHomR(X, D)).  (3) 
This equality can be summed up as our desired identity, 
12(t) .Romp 
= --a~om~(X. D)(t)' 
(b) Setting X = R in Eq. (3), we have 
bdR(R ) = fi,R°~P(D), 
which proves that 
depthR(R ) = inf{itfi,R~'eP(D) #: 0} = (*) .  
But we may choose a minimal free resolution, F, of D as an R°PP-com - 
plex. Then 
fi,R°PP(D) = dim k h'(RHomRopp(D, k)) 
= dim,~ h'(HomRo~(U, k)) 
= dim~ HomRo~,r(F-' , k), 
where the last "="  is because the complex HomRopp(F, k) has differentials 
equal to zero. This shows 
(*)  = in f{ i /F - '  :# 0} = -sup(F )  = - sup(D) ,  
and we have proved the Iemma's tatement. | 
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LEMMA 1.10. Suppose that the algebra R has a balanced ualizing com- 
plex, and let X ~ Dbg(Gr R). Then 
idR(X ) = sup{i I/x~(X) vs 0}. 
Proof. The lemma is proved as [7, Theorem 4.5], under the assumption 
that R is quotient of an AS-Gorenstein algebra. But inspecting the proof 
of [7, Theorem 4.51, one sees that it works under the (weaker) assumption 
that R has a balanced ualizing complex. | 
2. RELATIVE DUALIZING COMPLEXES 
Through the rest of the paper, we will think of the following data as 
fixed: We have two algebras R and S, with balanced ualizing complexes 
D and E. (Recall that "algebra" means connected N-graded noetherian 
k-algebra. See [11, Definition 4.11 for the definition of balanced ualizing 
complexes.) We write n~ =R~ and n = Szl. We also have a graded 
homomorphism p: R ~ S, with the property that 
fdR(S ) < ~, fdRo~(S ) < ~. (4) 
(Note that the results in Sections 2 and 3 could be proved using only one 
of the two inequalities (4). But the proofs of the paper's main results in 
Section 4 use finiteness of fiat dimension of S over R from both sides. I 
have therefore chosen to work with the two-sided condition (4) through- 
out.) 
In general, we can use p to look at S-complexes as R-complexes, and 
will do so without comment. 
This section introduces the left and right relative dualizing complexes of 
the homomorphism p, and proves a number of basic properties. 
DEFINmON 2.1. The complex RHomR(D, E) will be called the left 
relatic, e duaIizing complex of p. Through the rest of the paper, we denote it 
by 
C = RHomR(D, E).  
Of course, one obtains the right relative dualizing complex of p as 
RHom~opp(D,E). 
The complex C contains valuable information about the homomorphism 
p. We will extract his information in coming sections; the present section 
gives some basic properties of C. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
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Let X ~ D*(Gr S), and let Y ~ D+(Gr S°PP). ZheH 
idR(X ) _< ids(X ) + fdRopp(S ),
idRopp(Y ) _< idsopp(Y ) + fdR(S ). 
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Proof If M ~ Gr(R), then we have 
RHomR( M, X) = RHomt~(M, RHoms(S, X))  
RHoms(SLOR M,X)  (Theorem !.3). 
Using [8, Proposition 1.7], this proves the first inequality, and the second 
inequality can be proved using the same idea. | 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) The left relative dual|zing complex C of p is in the 
category 
Db(Gr R N S°PP). 
(b) The cohomology modules of C are finitely generated as S-right-mod- 
ules. 
Proof (a) The boundedness of C comes from the fact that, by Lemma 
2.2, the injective dimension |dR(E) is finite. 
(b) If we just want to compute the right-structure of C = 
RHomR(D, E), we may replace D by a complex consisting of finitely 
generated free R-left-modules. And E's cohomology is finitely generated 
as S-right-modules. Together, this proves (for instance, by a spectral 
sequence argument) that C's cohomology modules are finitely generated 
as S-right-modules. |
b LEMMA 2.4. For any complex X ~ Dfg(Gr R), there is a natural isomor- 
phism in D(Gr S°PP), 
RHoms(SL®R X ,E)  ~- RHomR(X, D)L®R C. 
hz particular, setting X = R, we hat~e an isomorphism in D(Gr S°PP), 
E~DL®R C. 
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Proof. We may compute as follows, 
RHoms(SL% X, 1;) 
= RHOmR(X, RHoms(S, 1;)) (Theorem 1.3) 
= RHomR(X, E) 
= RHOmR(RL®R X ,E)  
RHOmR(RHomRo,,p(D,D) L OR X ,E)  
~- RHOmR(RHOmRoep(RHOmR( X,  D ), D ), E) (Theorem 1.4) 
--- RnomR(X, D)L% RHomR(D, t;) (Theorem 1.4) 
= RHomR(X,D)L% C. 
COROLLARY 2.5. We have 
sup(C) = depth(R) - depth(S). 
Proof. Both hSUp(D)(D) and hSUp(c)(C) are left-bounded modules (see 
Lemma 2.3(b)), so by the observation following the proof of Lemma 1.8, we 
have 
sup(DL% C) = sup(D) + sup(C). 
From Lemma 2.4's final statement, we know that E-- -DL% C, and 
substituting this, we have sup(1;) = sup(D) + sup(C), that is, 
sup(C)  = sup(1 ; )  - sup(D)  = -depth(S) + depth(R). 
Here we used sup(D)= -depth(R) (and the same fact for E and S), 
which is known from Lemma 1.9(b). | 
LEMMA 2.6. If Y e D-(Gr S °pp) is a complex such that the cohomology 
modules h'(Y) satisfy dim a. h ' (Y)< ~ for all i, then there is a natural 
isomorphism in D(Gr R), 
RHoms,,pp(Y, C) ~- RnomRopp(Y, R). 
The computation uses Theorem 1.4 two times. The first time is allowed 
because idRc,pp(D) < % and the second time is allowed because, by Lemma 
2.2, we have idR(E) < o~. Note that all complexes in the computation are 
bounded, so the boundedness conditions in Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 are 
automatically satisfied. | 
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In particular, setting Y = k and taking k-dimensions of cohomology, we haue 
equalities 
~Dp(C) = ~opp(R), 
hence 
t',vof. 
implies 
depthso~p (C) = depthRoe~ (R) = depth(R). 
By [10, Lemma 4.4], the fact that all h'(Y)'s are of finite length 
irn,,pp(Y ) ~ Y~ RVmop~(Y ). (5) 
We may thus compute as follows, 
RHomso~p(Y, C) = aHomso~(Y, RHomR( D, E))  
~- RHomR(D,RHoms,,ep(Y, E)) (Theorem 1.2) 
RHomR(D,RF,,,~,~(Y)' ) (Theorem 1.7) 
RHom,e(D,RFmopp(Y)' ) (Eq. (5)) 
RHOmR(D,RHomRo~p(Y,D)) (Theorem 1.7) 
--~ RHomRopp(Y, RHOmR(D, D)) (Theorem 1.2) 
RHomRopp(Y, R). 
3. INEQUALITIES FOR BASS-NUMBERS 
We still think of the data p: R--+ S as fixed, as described in the 
beginning of Section 2, so R and S are algebras with balanced ualizing 
complexes D and E, and we have fdR(S) < ~ and fdRop~(S) < o~. 
This section uses the previous section's results on relative dualizing 
complexes to prove some inequalities between Bass-numbers and Bass- 
series. First, we make the following definition, which is designed to extract 
some of the homological information contained in the left relative dualiz- 
ing complex, C. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The left Bass-series of p is defined by 
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Recall from Section 2 that C = RHomR(D, E) is O's left relative 
dualizing complex, hence the terminology "left Bass-series." By Lemma 
2.3, the complex C is bounded, and its cohomology modules are finitely 
generated over S °pp, so the series / l e f t ( t )  1S a well-defined Laurent-series. 
Before using I,~eft(t), we need to show two results on Betti-numbers. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given an algebra A, a complex X ~ D(Gr A°PP), and a 
module T ~ Gr(A), such that dime(T) < oo. Then for any integer i, we have 
dimkTor,A( x ,  T) <_ fiyPP( X )d imk(T  ). 
Proof. Use induction on diml,,(T), and the long exact sequence for Tor. 
PROPOSmON 3.3. Given algebras A, B. Suppose that we have complexes 
XCD-(GrA°PP) ,  YED (GrA  ®B°PP), 
such that all Betti-numbers ~iA°e*'(X) and ~iB"PP(Y) are finite. 
Then there is a term-wise inequality of Laurent-series, 
pd•B 
°pp - . AoPP Bopp L®Ay(t ) <<P; (t)Py (t), 
where by "<< " between Laurent-series, we mean that a,, < b,, for all n, where 
a n is the nth coefficient on the left-hand side, and b~ is the nth coefficient on 
the right-hand side. 
Proof. We have 
[3f"Pe(xL®4Y ) = dimk h- ' ( (xL@4Y)L% k) 
= dim~ h i ( xL® A (yL% k))  (Theorem 1.1) 
=(,), 
and would like to estimate the quantity (*). 
Write Z = YL® B k, and replace X with a flee resolution, F. Then 
x% ( , /% k) = F z.  
Now, F ®A Z is constructed in a well-known way as the totaling of a 
certain double complex. And taking the spectral sequence ~E of this 
double complex, we get a spectral sequence converging to the cohomology 
of F ®A Z, that is, converging to the cohomology of xL®• (yL% k). 
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Writing out this spectral sequence, we obtain 
E pq  = h'Ph"P'q(F ~4 Z) 
TorAp (X, TorBq ( Y, k) ) 
= h~+qxL< (yL®~ ~)). 
Looking at the line p + q = - i  in the spectral sequence, we obtain an 
inequality for the quantity (*), 
(*) <_ ~_, dim, TorJp(X, TorS-q(Y,k)) = (** ) .  
p+q= --i 
Applying Lemma 3.2 to this expression, we have 
( ** ) -< E ~"~P " /3 p (X)d,mkTor q(Y,k)  
p+q= --i 
= E /3,A°PP(x)~tf°PP(Y)" 
;~H@I I ; l  
All in all, translating this to Poincar&series, we get the term-wise inequal- 
ity of the proposition. | 
Now on to Bass-numbers. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose that we have a complex X ~ Dbg(Or R). Then 
there is a term-wise inequality of Laurent-series, 
/sNL®Rx(t) << //Jeft(t)IRX(t). 
As m Proposition 3.3 ,  the inequality sign "<< " means "< " at the level of 
coefficients of the Laurent-series. 
Proof. We may compute as follows, 
~jL®Rx(t ) _so .  . . 
= FRHoms(SL®RX, E){,t ) (Lemma 1.9(a) 
__Sopp . x 
= Fm{om,dX,D)L%c(t ) (Lemma 2.4) 
pROpp Sopp << Janom~(X,D)(t)P~ (t) (Proposition 3.3) 
= Iff(t)I~eft(t) (Lemma 1.9(a)). 
As stated in the Introduction, it would save a lot of trouble later on if one 
could improve this result to 
/ssL®Rx(t) left = I; ( t ) IX ( t ) ,  
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but I have not been able to do so (and indeed, I am not sure that the 
improved statement is true). 
We shall also need the following inequalities going in the opposite 
direction of the inequality in Proposition 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.5. There are #zequalities 
,,depth(S)( ~,'~ /~depth(R)(R) --< ~S ',--,', 
depth(R)l R)  << depth(S)l c,x 
~'/~S opp ~ -- J~S opp t J )" 
Proof. The assumptions on R, S, and p are left/right-symmetric, so it 
is enough to prove the first inequality. The idea of the proof is to look at 
the highest nonvanishing cohomology of the complex 
x = DL®R (CL®, k) 
in two different ways. 
To start computations, let us look at X as written down. The cohomol- 
ogy modules of all involved complexes are left-bounded (see Lemma 
2.3(b)), so by the observation following the proof of Lemma 1.8, the 
highest nonzero cohomology module of X is simply equal to the highest 
cohomology of D tensor the highest cohomology of C L ®S k. Using Lemma 
1.9(b) and Corollary 2.5 to write this down symbolically, the highest 
cohomo!ogy of X is 
h depth(S)(x) ~ h-depth(R)(D) O R h depth(R) depth(S)(cL® S k). 
The R-module hdepthtR) depth(S)(cL @S k) is left-bounded (use Lemma 2.3(b) 
again) and nonzero, and so surjects to the R-module k(e) for some integer 
e. So there is a surjection 
h depth(R)(o) @R hdepth(R) depth(S)(cL®x k)  ---> h-depth(R)(D) @R k (e ) .  
Combining the last two equations, we get a surjection 
h depth(S)(x) ---> h depthlR)(o) @R /£(g), 
implying 
dim k h depth(S)(x) ~ dim/~(h-depth(R~(D) • k(e)) 
= dim k h-depth(n)(DL® R k) (Lemma 1.8) 
R op  
= /~depth(R)(D) 
= ~depth(R)(R) (Lemma 1.9(a)). (6) 
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On the other hand, to get another expression involving X's highest 
cohomology, we may use Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 2.4 to compute 
x = DL®R (CL®~ k) ~ (D~% C)~®s k =- E~% k. 
This shows 
dim k h depth(S) (x )  = dim k h-aepth(S~( EL ®s k) 
= f~S °pp ( /:2,~ 
tJdepth(S)k ~ ' ]  
= /~S' depth(S)(~,]\o) (Lemma 1.9(a)). (7) 
Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), we get the desired result, 
/A~ depth(R) (e )  < ,,depth(S){ ~,] 
! 
4. GORENSTEIN HOMOMORPHISMS 
Through this section, we are still in the setting of Section 2, where R 
and S have balanced dualizing complexes D and E, and where the 
homomorphism p: R ~ S makes S into an R-module which has finite flat 
dimension from either side. Recall from Section 2 that we write C = 
RHomR(D, E) for p's left relative dualizing complex, and that m = R > 
and rt = S> 1. 
Using the tools from Sections 2 and 3, we go right ahead and prove the 
following main result, which characterizes left Gorenstein homomor- 
phisms. 
THEOREM 4.1 (Ubiquity Theorem). The following conditions are equiL;a- 
lent: 
(a) Pdsopp(C ) < 2. 
(b) There is an isomolphisrn in D(Gr S°PP),  
C = S( i ){depth(S)  - depth(R)] ,  
for some integer i. 
(c) There is an isomolphisrn in D(Gr S), 
S L o R D ~- E ( j ){depth(S)  - depth(R)] ,  
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for some integer j. 
(d) I~eft(t) is" a Laurent-polynomiaL 
(et left i~ (t) is a Laurent-monomiaL 
(f) The base-change funetor 
s ~ oR - • Dpg(Gr R)  ---, Dbg(Gr S) 
sends complexes with finite injective dimension o~er R to complexes with finite 
injective dimension oL, er S. 
P~vof The proof consists of demonstrating the following implications, 
(d) ¢* (a) ~, (f) 
(c) ~ (b) ~ (e). 
(b) ~ (c): We may compute as follows inside D(Gr S°PP), 
RFn(SL®R D)'  ~ (RFn(S)L®R D) '  (Theorem1.6) 
RHomR (D, RF~ (S) ' )  
= RHomR(D,  E) 
= C, 
(Theorem 1.5) 
(8) 
and using the functor RF,v,~e(-)' makes it plain that the following isomor- 
phism in D(Gr S), 
sL% D = E( j ) [ l ] ,  
is equivalent o C being isomorphic in D(Gr S °pp) to a single free module 
of rank 1, placed in some degree, And in case these equivalent conditions 
hold, Corollary 2.5 shows that this free module must be placed in degree 
depth(R) -  depth(S), and a small computation shows I = depth(St -  
depth(R). 
(b) ~ (e): This is clear from the definition of /left(t). 
(a) ** (d): This is also clear. 
(a) ~ (f): Suppose that (at holds. Then we have already remarked that 
(dr holds. 
Now note that by Lemma 1.10, it is clear that a bounded complex of 
finitely generated modules has finite injective dimension precisely if its 
Bass-series is a Laurent-polynomial. So if X ~ Dbg(Gr R) has finite injec- 
tive dimension, then I2~(t) is a Laurent-polynomial, and since (dr holds, 
Proposition 3.4 shows that ISL®R x (t) is also a Laurent-polynomial. Hence 
SL% X has finite injective dimension, and we see that (f) holds. 
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Suppose on the other hand that if) holds. Then idR(D)< ~ implies 
ids(SL% D) < ~. But then, computation (8) shows pdso~(C) < o~. 
Ca) ~, (b): It is clear that (b) implies (a). 
So let us assume that (a) holds. Since pdso~(C) < % the 
Auslander-Buchsbaum theorem, [8, Theorem 3.2], gives us 
Pdso~ (C)  = depthso~p (S) - depths,,p~ (C)  
= depth(S) - depth(R) ,  
where we used Lemma 2.6 for the second "= ." But combining this with 
Corollary 2.5, we get 
sup(C) = depth(R)  - depth(S) = - pdsop;(C), 
and it follows that C, as a complex over  S °pp, iS isomorphic to a single free 
module, L, placed in degree depth(R) - depth(S). So to finish the proof, 
we just need to see that L has rank 1 (we know that the rank is finite, 
since Lemma 2.3 tells us that C's cohomology is finitely generated over 
S°PP). Let n _> 1 denote the rank of L. 
To see that n = 1, let us set Y = k in Lemma 2.6, and replace C by 
L[depth(S) - depth(R)]. We then get 
y/,  ~+depth(S)/ ~,~ = / . z~+depth(R) (e )  ' (9) ~.~ app ix~J ] 
so in particular, 
depth(R)t D ' ,  
/xR°;P t l~) 
n --  depth(S)t c , ,  " 
But combining this with the latter inequality from Lemma 3.5, which says 
depth(R)/r~x depth(S); S ) ,  
/xR°~P ~)  -< /Zs°PP t 
we have n < 1. And this forces n = 1, so L has rank 1. | 
Rernark 4.2. The proof of this result would not work if S only had 
finite flat dimension over R from one side. On one hand, the implication 
"(a) ~ (f)" rests on Proposition 3.4, which again uses Lemma 2.4. And this 
lemma uses idR(E) < % and for this inequality to be proved by Lemma 
2.2, we need fdRo~p(S) < ~. On the other hand, the implication "(a) ~ (b)" 
rests on the latter inequality from Lemma 3.5, which again uses the 
isomorphism E -= C right L @R D known from the opposite version of Lemma 
2.4. And the opposite version of this lemma uses idR,,pp(E) < w, and for 
this inequality to be proved by Lemma 2.2, we need fdR(S) < ~. 
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The reason for calling Theorem 4.1 a "ubiquity theorem" is that parts of 
it resemble the old (so-called) ubiquity theorem which characterizes AS- 
Gorenstein algebras: Take Theorem 4.1 and replace the relative dualizing 
complex C with the (absolute) dualizing complex of some algebra, A, and 
replace Irleft(t) with the Bass-series IA(t). Then up to some small adjust- 
ments, conditions (a), (b), (d), and (e) become conditions which appear in 
the old ubiquity theorem (and which by that theorem are equivalent to A 
being left AS-Gorenstein). 
It therefore seems fair to consider Theorem 4.1 as a relative version of 
the old (absolute) ubiquity theorem characterizing AS-Gorenstein alge- 
bras. This also explains the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.3. If p is a homomorphism (still satisfying the standing 
conditions) such that the equivalent conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold, we 
will call p a left Gorenstein homomolphism. 
Note that if p and cr are left Gorenstein homomorphisms which can be 
composed, then their composition o-p is again a left Gorenstein homomor- 
phism (this is immediate from Theorem 4.1(f)). 
The word "left" in "left Gorenstein homomorphism" has been choosen 
because the conditions in Theorem 4.1 relate to the left relative dualizing 
complex, C. We define a right Gorenstein homomorphism by similar 
conditions on the right relative dualizing complex. We will follow time- 
honored tradition and say that p is a Gorenstein homomorphism if it is 
both a left and a right Gorenstein homomorphism. 
The following example gives another eason for using "left" and "right" 
as we do. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Suppose that the algebra A has a balanced dualizing 
complex, F, and look at the canonical homomorphism q~: k ~ A. It is then 
automatic that fdk(A) < oc and that fdkop~,(A) < oo (k is a commutative 
field!), so we can apply the theory developed above to q~. 
The left relative dualizing complex of 9 is 
RHomk(k, F).  
As an A-right complex, this is just F itself, so using Theorem 4.1(a), we 
have 
q~: k ~ A is a left Gorenstein homomorphism 
pd Aopp ( f ) <~ O0 
~, idA(A)  < ~.  
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Now suppose that these equivalent conditions hold. Proposition 3.4 states 
that 
left k /2 (0  =  AL®kk(0 << I; (t)•;(t), 
and here the right-hand side is a Laurent-monomial, since Theorem 4.1 
tells us that left I~ (t) is a Laurent-monomial. So / if(t) must be a Laurent- 
monomial (since it cannot be zero). In other words, there exist integers d 
and e such that 
= [k (e )  for i = d, 
Ext , (k .  A) 
0 for i v~ d. 
And in fact d = idA(A), as one would expect; this follows immediately 
from Lemma 1.10. 
So all in all, we have proved that 
~: k ~ A is a left Gorenstein homomorphism 
,~, A is a left AS-Gorenstein algebra. 
Similarly, 
q~: k --* A is a right Gorenstein homomorphism 
• ~ A is a right AS-Gorenstein algebra. 
Note that part of our argument says that q~ is left Gorenstein precisely if 
idA(A) < % so as a byproduct we get 
idA(A ) < o~ ~A is left AS-Gorenstein 
(and the same fact from the right). This is well-known, but the present 
proof, which uses Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 4.1 to compute Bass-num- 
bers, is very easy. | 
As one can already see in Theorem 4. l(f), a Gorenstein homomorphism 
p transfers certain homological properties between (modules over) the 
algebras R and S. In fact, more is true than stated in the theorem: The 
following result can be summed up by saying that Bass-numbers behave 
very nicely under Gorenstein homomorphisms. 
COROLLARY 4.5 (Base-change Theorem). We still consider p: R ~ S 
satisfying the standing assumptions. I f p is a left Gorenstein homomorphism 
and X ~ Dfbg(Gr R), then 
~SL®RX(t) = t depth(S)- depth(R)IX(t), 
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or, to put this equation differently, for any integer i, we have 
]& t+depth(S)[ ~LrTa X)  = [&ZR+depth(R)( x ) .  
S 1, ~ ~R 
In particular, with X = R we get, for any integer i, 
l{£[~ depth(S)(S) = /Lt~ +depth(R)(R). 
Moreover, we also have, for any integer i, 
/ i+  depth(S)/~,'~ = /£~+depth(R)(s). 
Proof. The last equation has already been proved in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1, as Eq. (9) (since it was also proved that the n appearing in 
Eq. (9) is equal to 1). 
We prove the corollary's first equation (which has the next two as 
immediate consequences) by modifying the computation from Proposition 
3.4, at the step where the inequality appears. This is done by noting that 
when p is left Gorenstein, then C = S( i ) [depth(S) -  depth(R)] in the 
category D(Gr S°PP), and so we have 
(RHOmR(X, D)L®R c)L®s k 
~- RHOmR(X,D)L®R (CL®s k )  (Theorem 1.1) 
= RHOmR(X, D)LOR k( i ) [depth(S)  - depth(R)],  
implying 
pS pp ~ - pR  °pP /~,~depth(S) depth(R) 
RHomR(X, D)L®RC( t ) = ~RHomR(X, D)k ~ J ~ 
We then use this equality in the computation from Proposition 3.4, instead 
of the inequality. | 
Example 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 have the following pleasant consequence, 
as mentioned in the abstract and the Introduction. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A be an algebra which has a balanced dualizing 
complex. Then A is left AS-Gorenstein if and only if it is lJght AS-Gorenstein. 
Proof. By symmetry, it is clearly enough to see that if A is left 
AS-Gorenstein, then it is also right AS-Gorenstein. So suppose that A is 
left AS-Gorenstein. Consider the canonical homomorphism q~: k ~ A, 
which is left Gorenstein by Example 4.4. We can use Corollary 4.5 on q~, 
and the corollary's last equation informs us that 
].LIA+odepth(A)(A) = /{L~_opp(k) = (0  for i O, 
1 for i = O. 
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The opposite version of Lemma 1.10 then implies id~opp(A) < o~. But then, 
by the final remark of Example 4.4, we see that A is right AS-Gorenstein. 
a 
Finally, we can also say something about the connection between prop- 
erties of the rings S and R, and the Gorenstein property of p. Note that if 
we could prove "="  rather than "<< " in Proposition 3.4, the following 
theorem would follow immediately, as it does in the commutative theory. 
THEOREM 4.7 (Ascent-Descent Theorem). The following three condi- 
tions are equiualent: 
(a) S is AS-Gorenstein. 
(b) R is an AS-Gorenstein algebra, and p is a Gorenstein homomor- 
phism. 
(c) R is an AS-Gorenstein algebra, and p is a homornorphism which is 
Gorenstein from one side. 
Proof (b) ~ (c): This is clear. 
(c) ~ (a): Suppose that p is a left Gorenstein homomorphism, and 
that R is AS-Gorenstein (the proof when p is a right Gorenstein homo- 
morphism is completely similar). Corollary 4.5 shows us that the Bass-num- 
bers of S are given by 
0 
 sopp(s) = i 
for i ¢ depth(S),  
for i = depth(S),  
and by Lemma 1.10, this implies that S is AS-Gorenstein. 
(a) ~ (b): If we can prove the implication 
S is an AS-Gorenstein algebra 
p is a Gorenstein homomorphism, 
then Corollary 4.5's last two equations will show that if S is an AS-Goren- 
stein algebra, then R is also an AS-Gorenstein algebra. This will prove 
that (a) implies (b). And the assmnptions on R, S, and p are left/right- 
symmetric, so to see that S AS-Gorenstein implies p Gorenstein, it is 
enough to see that S AS-Gorenstein implies p left Gorenstein. 
So assume that S is an AS-Gorenstein algebra. Then we have an 
isomorphism 
E ~ S( i ) [depth(S) ]  
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in D(Gr S), whence 
inf(C ) = inf RHOmR (D,  S (i) [depth(S)] ) 
>_ - sup(D) + inf(S( i)  [depth(S)])  
= depth(R) - depth(S) 
= sup(C) (Corollary 2.5). 
So we see that C is concentrated in degree depth(R) - depth(S). We can 
therefore find a graded R-S-N-module, M, such that 
C =- M[depth(S)  - depth(R)] 
in D(Gr R ® S°PP). 
Substituting this in the latter isomorphism from Lemma 2.4, and shifting 
by - depth(S), we obtain an isomorphism in D(Gr S°PP), 
DL% M[ -depth(R) l  ~ E[ -depth(S) ]  --- S( i ) ,  (10) 
where the second "=-" is true since S is AS-Gorenstein. 
Now, in the present situation we have 
R°'depth R   D) =   ePth R (R) = 1, 
where the first "="  is by Lemma 1.9(a), and the second "="  is by Lemma 
3.5 and the fact that S is an AS-Gorenstein algebra. This means that if we 
consider D as an R°PP-complex, and take its minimal free resolution, F, 
then the top module, F d~ptheR) is of rank 1, so F-d~pth~R) = R(j) .  But at 
the same time, Eq. (10) implies that the top cohomology of D L ®R M = F 
®R M is S(i), and writing out what this means, we get an exact sequence 
of S-right-modules, 
F-depth(R) 1 @R M ~ R( j )  % M ~ S( i )  ~ O. 
Since R( j )  O R M ~ M(j) ,  and S(i) is projective, S(i) is a direct summand 
in M( j )  as an S-right-module, so as S-right-modules, 
M ~ S(i  - j )  * L 
for some finitely generated S-right-module L (we know that L is finitely 
generated, since the cohomology modules of C are finitely generated as 
S-right-modules, by Lemma 2.3). 
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However, 
/X~,opp(S(i - j )  @ L)  = kC~opp(M) 
= /X~o~(C[depth(R) - depth(S)]) 
• l+ depth(R)-  depth(S) (C)  
tt~s opp 
= kc~+depth(R)-depth(S)(R) (Lemma 2.6). 
When l < depth(S), the right-hand side of this equation is zero, and so 
/X~o~(L) = 0. And when l = depth(S), the equation's two sides are 
depth(S)l  c,," - depth(S)/ depth(S) / r '~  ~Sopp tk,~tl-j) • L )  = S( i - j ) )  + /J'S °pp ~ /"6S °P P ~/~)  
depth(S),- 
= 1 + /XsopP l. L ) ,  
respectively 
depth(R)l  n ' ,  
~ROPP t )~. )  = 1 
(this last fact by the latter inequality from Lemma 3.5). This together 
implies 
depth(S) / rx  
/Xso~ ~,~) = O. 
All in all, we have 
depth(S)-  i t r ", depth(S)  z r ", 
/X°opp(L) . . . . .  IXs,,~,~ i l l  = /Xso~p i l l  = 0. (11) 
Using Eq. (11), we can show that L = 0. To see this, note that lcd(S °pp) 
= idso~(S) = depth(S) (for instance, by local duality, Theorem 1.7), so Eq. 
(11) implies that the complex RF,,opp(L) is exact, hence isomorphic to zero 
in D(Gr S). And by duality theory, this again gives 
C ~ RL~(RL,,,,~,,(L)' = RL(0  )'  = 0. 
But when L = 0, we have M ~ S(i - j )  as S-right-modules, hence in 
D(Gr  S°PP) ,  there is the isomorphism 
C ~ M/depth(S)  - depth(R) ]  ~ S(i - j ) /depth(S)  - depth(R) ] .  
And this says that p is a left Gorenstein homomorphism, by Theorem 4.1 
and Definition 4.3. | 
As a corollary to Theorem 4.7, note that if R is AS-Gorenstein, then p 
is a Gorenstein homomorphism if and only if S is an AS-Gorenstein 
algebra. So in this case, with a nice base algebra R, the relative and 
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absolute Gorenste in  propert ies coincide, just as one could reasonably 
expect. 
Let us round off with an example of a Gorenste in  homomorphism.  
EXAMPLE 4.8. Suppose that A is AS-Gorenste in  with 
idA(A  ) = idA,p~(A ) = d, 
and that x ~ A n is a regular normal  element.  Then we claim that the 
surjection ~0: A --+ A / (x )  is a Gorenste in  homomorphism.  First, it is clear 
that A/ fx )  has finite flat d imension over A from either side. Second, A is 
AS-Gorenste in ,  so using the observat ion preceding this example, we see 
that ~ is Gorenste in  precisely if A/ (x )  is AS-Gorenste in .  Accordingly,  we 
must check that A/ (x )  is AS-Gorenste in ,  and this can be done, for 
example, by the Rees- lemma,  which gives 
ExtS/ x)(< A/(x)) Ext21( , : )  
= f0  for iva d - 1, 
\ k(e)  for i = d - 1, 
(and the same from the right); by Lemma 1.10, this implies A/ (x )  
AS-Gorenste in .  
By a more  e laborate computat ion,  one can in fact prove that if A is any 
algebra with a balanced dualizing complex, and x ~ A,, is a regular normal  
element,  then A ~ A / (x )  is a Gorenste in  homomorphism.  
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